
The growing number and diversity of security solutions deployed in every organization 
adds unprecedented levels of complexity to managing the security of the modern enter-
prise environment. Combined with operational overhead, murky security infrastructure 
visibility, growing employee turnover, the severe skills shortage, and insufficient process 
automation, optimizing your organizational security posture is more difficult than ever 
before.
 
Veriti is a unified security posture management platform that integrates with your 
security solutions and proactively identifies and remediates potential risks and 
misconfigurations to maximize security while ensuring business uptime.

OWN YOUR 
SECURITY POSTURE 
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In today’s complex world nothing is certain, 
except death and cyber-attacks. Adversaries find 
innovative ways to exploit vulnerabilities, and it 
seems like there hasn’t been a single day without 
hearing or reading about a major cyber-attack or 
breach targeting a large company.

Cyber-attacks have become an integral part of 
the reality and date back to the dawn of the 
internet. This is why finding the right strategy to 
protect your business, its operations, and the 
expanding perimeter has become more crucial 
than ever in establishing the resilience your 
organization deserves. 

CONSOLIDATING 
BUT NEVER 
CONSOLIDATED 

33%  
ANNUAL JUMP 
IN CONFIRMED DATA 
BREACHES1  

One significant aspect of this strategy is acquiring 
the right set of tools to handle the proliferation 
and diversity of cyber-attacks in different attack 
vectors. 

However, each product introduces new 
dashboards, analytics, and knowledge; and 
all need to be integrated into the existing 
security stack. This is why most organizations are 
attempting to adopt one vendor to consolidate 
and maximize the efficacy and efficiency of their 
security solutions.

The dynamics between innovations in cyber-
attacks and cyber defense grease the wheels 
of the cybersecurity market, as security vendors 
continually develop new tools to handle the 
everchanging scene of cyber-threats. This is the 
main reason the security market will remain for 
the foreseeable future "in a steady state that is 
always consolidating but never consolidated.”2 

1 Verizon, Data Breach Investigation Report 2021
2 Gartner, “The Long Tail of Risk and the Dynamics of the Security Market”, Published: 17 July 2007 2

https://www.gartner.com/doc/1405153
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56% 
SECURITY KNOW-
HOW

“..is the needed growth rate 
of  global cybersecurity 
workforce to  effectively 
defend critical assets” 

(ISC)² Cybersecurity  Workforce 
Study

INCREASED SPEND 
Cybersecurity is always a good investment. But 
investing in many security solutions creates a two-
pronged challenge:

Firstly, the overhead of managing disparate 
solutions from multiple vendors. This function 
necessarily involves investing heavily in a large 
and knowledgeable IT team – whether in-
house or through a managed services provider 
– to allow for continuous monitoring, tuning, 
and mitigation in the agile and shifting IT 
environments of today. 

Secondly, the resources each product requires 
to maximize functionality is steadily increasing. 

Most organizations end up relying on vendor 
default configurations, resulting in a potentially 
inadequate security posture with security gaps. 
These challenges bring up a question of cost 
effectiveness for every security product the 
organization would like to procure to strengthen 
its security. Proving the ROI of security products 
is achieved not only by the number of data 
breaches that have been thwarted, but also by 
the operational overhead each product requires. 
If the result is overburdened, security teams that 
fail to handle misconfigurations, security gaps, 
alerts, and complex investigations, organizations 
should consider a better way to optimize the 
potential of their security infrastructure and 
operations.

THE MYTH OF SISYPHUS 
Like Sisyphus who was condemned to repeat the 
same task of pushing a boulder up a mountn, 

Because so much of threat detection, 
investigation, and response is still 
done manually, security operations 
teams are dealing with high rates of 
analyst burnout. 

89% 
NEEDED GROWTH 
RATE

“..is the needed growth rate 
of  global cybersecurity 
workforce to effectively 
defend critical assets” 

(ISC)3 Cybersecurity Workforce 
Study

95% 
SAY THERE IS 
RESOURCE SHORTAGE

Almost every CISO says 
there is a cybersecurity skills 
shortage that has impacted 
the organization they work 
for

56% 
HAVE MINIMAL 
KNOWLEDGE

More than half of security 
organization workforce has 
minimal knowledge in cyber 
security

Cybersecurity Resource Allocation 

THE MYTH OF SISYPHUS 
Like Sisyphus, who was condemned to repeat 
the same task of pushing a boulder up a 
mountain only to see it roll down again, security 
engineering and operations teams spend an 
exorbitant amount of time on tedious tasks. 
There are just too many security operations and 
procedures to follow, dashboards to manage, 
alerts to handle, and new features and functions 
to learn. These time-consuming and repetitive 
actions are typically performed manually 
and require more time, training, and insight 
than available to keep up with tuning and 
optimization the overall security posture.
As the numbers of data breaches keep soaring, 

the employee turnover rate, skills shortages, 
burnout, and low morale represent a growing 
challenge to every organization. This situation 
creates a juxtaposition between the fundamental 
organization goal of optimizing their security 
posture and the actual ability to achieve it.

" Because so much of threat 
detection, investigation, 
and response is still done 
manually, security operations 
teams are dealing with high 
rates of analyst burnout.

3 Forrester,  “The State of Security Operations Report, 2021,” 

"

Enterprise Strategy Group  (ESG)” 
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THE SWEET SPOT 
Reports on the latest breaches, ransomwares, 
and software vulnerabilities are a major driver 
for selling cybersecurity solutions. But fear of the 
next security breach does not ensure maximum 
protection, as the exercise of the business’ 
checks-and-balances system will always limit its 
fortification due to risk/cost considerations.

The risk/cost ratio has a double meaning too. 
On the one hand, the everchanging threat 
landscape reveals new vulnerabilities every 
day, so businesses must respond quickly to 
avoid potential harm that might befall them. On 
the other hand, the business will not tolerate a 
maximum-security approach if there is a chance 
it will disrupt its operations. It is safe to say that 
playing both sides of the fence might yield a rigid 
security posture with limited ROI for every security 
solution purchased. 

To overcome these challenges, security teams 
need to continuously adjust the cybersecurity 
controls while proactively monitoring both security 
logs, alerts, and the health of every security 
product deployed in the organization. This is 
crucial to understanding if their protection level 
is up to par and to understand what the impact 
on the business operations would be in case a 
configuration change is needed. 

Finding the sweet spot between maximizing the 
security posture and reducing business disruption 
is a strenuous effort. This is where organization 
can leverage machine learning to automate 
repetitive manual tasks, gather postural insights, 
and restore the balance between business 
uptime, security posture, and human effort to 
maintain them.

 

VERITI – UNIFIED SECURITY POSTURE MANAGEMENT 
Veriti solves all the above challenges.
The Unified Security Posture Management 
platform integrates with the entire security stack 
to continually and proactively monitor exposure 
to threats, and remediate security gaps across 
the entire organization’s infrastructure and 
attack surface. Using predictive and trailing 
analytics tools, Veriti identifies potential risks, 
misconfigurations, and false positive events, 
and provides an actionable remediation path  
before they occur while ensuring business 
uptime.

AI AND MACHINE LEARNING ROI AND AUTOMATION PRE-BREACH DETECTION
Identify cyber threats by cross-

referencing activity logs, 
threat intelligence and security 

configurations

Optimize every security solutions 
deployed while ensuring business 

uptime, based on machine learning, 
and predictive analytics tools. 

Maximize the security posture while 
keeping business uptime with ma-
chine learning to identify business 

disruption events

VENDOR CONSOLIDATION 

Veriti's solution platform breaks down all data 
silos and synthesize all security solutions to 
create a single data and control plane. All log 
records, system, and sensor telemetries are 
consolidated and correlated with intelligence 
feeds and security configurations to provide 
actionable insights that cover all aspects of 
cyber incidents investigation lifecycle, from 
proactive (pre-breach) to reactive (post-breach).
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Endpoint

PLAYBOOK-DRIVEN AUTOMATION
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THREAT 
INTELLIGENCE

POWERED BY AI AND MACHINE 
LEARNING

Veriti uses machine learning and heuristics to 
study the organization activity and establish 
behavioral patterns. Once a baseline is formed, 
Veriti matches it against the organization's 
cybersecurity controls to identify latent threats, 
false positive anomalies and to determine not 
only the risk level of every incident, but also the 
consequences of every remediation step taken.

ROI AND AUTOMATION  

Veriti augments your security teams’ ability to 
respond efficiently to incidents by providing 
risk-based insights and actionable remedation 
paths based on deep learning of the organization 
security posture and threat landscape.

Veriti automatically correlates security and 
business critical events into intelligible, actionable 
insights and provides the admissible evidence 
of the root cause for every suspicious activity. 
Veriti insights represent a unified, streamlined 
approach for optimizing the security posture 
(as opposed to the inherent complexity of the 
never-consolidated deployments). All insights are 
created automatically using pre-breach playbooks 
and triaged based on the risk they pose to the 
business. They include remediation instructions 
that can be triggered automatically or via existing 
organization processes. 

Veriti’s playbooks are curated to:

• Remediate security gaps and 
misconfigurations proactively before they 
are exploited.

• Optimize security controls to address 
immediate risks without impacting business 
applications.

Insights provide visibility into the actual security 
posture of the organization and reduce the manual 
labor of analyzing raw data and culling the 
unnecessary information.

COMPLETE VISIBILITY 

Veriti introduces a unique security posture 
management platform that is integrated 
with the entire security stack. This solution 
platform provides complete visibility across 
the organization’s distributed, hybrid security 
infrastructure to answer the growing demand 
for a streamlined, cohesive platform. Data 
regarding the preventative maintenance 
level of security assets, the different security 
configuration required for each, and their 
current exposure level to threats is collected 
to determine the criticality degree of security 
events and the modus operandi to remediate 
them. Once visibility is gained, security teams 
can easily manage their entire security posture 
from a single location in a holistic manner 
from the technological, business operations, 
and security practice perspectives with better 
efficacy and faster MTTR (mean time to repair).
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False Positive 
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CPU Utilization
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SECURITY POLICY

ExceptionDrop Block

Suspicious Activity Detected

Suspicious Activity not Detected

These steps below are part of an automated verification process that is per-
formed whenever a change of state is required for any of IPS protections. For 
example, a new vulnerability has been found and a specific protection should 
be changed to drop state or alternately, when a certain protection is inactive 
(i.e., in ‘allow’ state) and should be changed to ‘alert’ state.    

To maximize the organization’s security posture, 
the first step is to acknowledge that the common 
best practices or the default, out-of-the-box 
configuration of the security solutions currently 
deployed in the environment, are insufficient 
in protecting the organization. They are a 
great place to start, but there are still many 
specific adjustments that must be made to 
allow the security solutions to be optimized and 
used as fully as possible through automatic 
understanding of the solutions capabilities, the 

organizational environment and needs.

First, let’s look at IPS or vulnerability protections 
configuration. Organizations may use the default 
protections profile, or a customized profile 
created based on ad-hoc security adjustments. 
Either option still has many vulnerability 
signatures that remain in ‘allow’ or in ‘alert' state 
that could be switched over to ‘drop’ state and 
improve the security posture with minimal risk to 
business continuity.

Veriti combines out-of-the box playbooks and 
machine learning technologies to predict and 
validate that dropping suspicious connections (as 
the preferred action) will have a minimal impact 
on the security solution local resources (e.g., CPU 

utilization and memory allocation), improve the 
security posture, and most importantly, verify 
that no false positive events occur due to the 
recommended change.

CASE1: A DELICATE BALANCE

6
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Veriti differentiates between two different cases: 
protections that already detected suspicious 
activity, or a known vulnerability exploited, and 
protections that could not match any suspicious 
pattern against the inspected traffic. The latter 
does not hold any potential business impact since 
necessarily no threat prevention engines are 
involved; thus, the state of these protections can be 
safely switched over to ‘drop’, without any potential 
business impact. Adopting a reactive approach 
to detect a potentially malicious activity is too late 
as attackers might have already disrupted the 
business or exfiltrated business critical data. 

In addition, Veriti proactively identifies all cases 
where vulnerability protections could be triggered 
and then provides contextual insights with 
remediation instructions using the same automated 
verification processes discussed above to safely 
switch over the relevant protections to drop state.

The security administrator can choose whether 
to accept the recommended remediation 
action (e.g., create an exception rule or block a 
connection) and optimize the organizations security 
posture automatically or via existing organization 
processes.

CASE2: THE LAW OF DIMINISHING RETURNS 
The growing number and diversity of security 
solutions deployed in every organization 
introduces an inherent complexity in managing 
the security of the entire organization as 
every disparate solution has its own unique 
functions, dashboards, widgets, and analytics 
tools. For each security solution, there is a 
significant operational overhead and knowledge 
requirement to maximize functionality without 
disrupting business operations and access. 

The law of diminishing returns states that in all productive processes, adding 
more of one factor of production, while holding all others constant (“ceteris pa-
ribus”), will at some point yield lower incremental per-unit returns.4

This might lead to subpar security posture 
and potential underutilization of the tool’s 
capabilities. 

Are all firewalls updated to their latest 
available versions? Are all critical functionalities 
enabled for each security profile? Did the OS 
upgrade change the security posture? For many 
organizations, these questions will remain 
unanswered until it is too late.

Wide deployments require continuous monitoring 
of the maintenance level of each one of the 
security solutions deployed. Broken security 
maintenance processes like verifying firewall 
version updates, threat prevention engine 
updates (e.g., IPS, Anti-Virus, DNS, Anti-Malware), 
and monitoring of the overall health status for 
the security tools, could cause security events 
easily. Thus, it is safe to say that the wider the 
security deployment is, the more incomplete 
the preventative status visibility of every security 
solution deployed will be. 

The Veriti solution platform integrates with 
varying security solutions and can therefore 
gather contextual architecture, security design, 

policy and use. By continuously analyzing 
all security logs, system/security telemetries, 
security configurations, and threat intelligence 
feeds, Veriti analyzes each security solution’s 
maintenance level including its version, its threat 
prevention engines’ version, license entitlements, 
resources utilization, the cloud services it uses, 
and if failure conditions are met. 

For each of the above, Veriti generates 
an actionable insight that includes a short 
description of its effect on the tool’s threat 
coverage, provides root cause analysis, and 
recommended remediation to improve the 
overall security posture.

4 Samuelson, Paul A.; Nordhaus, William D. (2001). Microeconomics (17th ed.).  
   McGraw-Hill. p. 110. ISBN 0071180664. 7
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CASE3: THE ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS PROTOCOLS 

A fail-open mechanism has a fair objective, which 
is keeping the business operations running at all 
costs. But this is a two-way street that can lead 
to opening up your environment willingly (yet 
unknowingly) to threats. By the time you recognize 
this has happened, it may already be too late. 
Your environment has already been breached 
and malicious actors have exploited the latent 
vulnerability you weren’t aware of.

So, why invest so many resources in security 
solutions, only to ignore the one condition that 
can let any intruder in? Once we understand what 
triggers this condition, we can remediate it and 
prevent a state where all protections are off and 
traffic is bypassing inspection. Veriti does that – 
automatically!

When the product encounters an error condition or failure, it is often designed 
to fall back to a more permissive state that is less secure than other options that 
are available, such as selecting the weakest encryption algorithm or using the 
most permissive access control restrictions.5

Example: Fail-open constructs are used to ease 
the high load on the firewall by bypassing deep 
packet inspection of the traffic, if one or more of 
the following conditions are met:

• Intrusion Prevention buffer is full (which 
means IPS or vulnerability protections 
products cannot create more sessions that 
should be inspected) 

• The firewall CPU / Memory exceeds the 
predefined threshold due to Application 
Control engine inspection of a specific 
application session, or multiple VPN tunnels, 
etc... that can lead to resources over-
utilization.

5 MITRE, Common Weakness Enumeration, CWE-636: Not Failing Securely
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To identify and prevent future occurrences, security 
operations may have to:

• Analyze the connection tables for the 
specific timeframe an incident happened.

• Get the relevant IPS protections list from 
the firewall memory and calculate the 
CPU/memory impact per protection.

• Analyze open application sessions to 
identify if a high load session is open, 

causing high resource utilization.

• Open VPN tunnels to locate if a specific 
tunnel impacts the firewall CPU.

It is impossible to analyze these conditions in 
parallel, real-time, and manually. CPU data is 
not stored as a log record either, which makes it 
difficult to conduct a true root cause analysis of 
such incidents.

Veriti collects CPU and memory telemetries 
and usage records, connection table and cyber 
protections memory consumption status data, 
as well as high-load applications sessions. 
Based on all data collected, Veriti identifies 
the relevant security misconfigurations that 
caused the high CPU/memory utilization 
(and the potential fail-open). The generated 
insight provides the exact root cause, whether 

a triggered protection or a certain rogue 
connection, and the recommended remediation 
steps to ensure that the business applications 
are prioritized without sacrificing security 
posture.

FIREWALL
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